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Flow Notes MECS3004 TV Times 

What is flow:  

Williams:  

1. Raymond Williams looked at the concept of flow in his book television, technology and 

cultural form.  

2. He looked at programmes in one week’s worth of American television  

3. And suggested that the organisation of broadcasting and its experience is one of planned 

flow, Where the pace and style are more important than the detail or the full information  

4. So flow is about the steady outpouring of images and sounds from channels and stations 

into people’s homes.  

Criticising flow 

1. One criticism is that Williams focused on American television which is different from UK 

television.  

2. Another criticism is that he focused on news programmes. 

3. His ideas were also based on his experience as an outsider to America  

Ellis: 1982 

1. Ellis suggested that actually television is more segmental in nature and that Williams 

overlooked the fact that television produces unrelated but discrete segments – which 

outweighed any continue or unity  

2. He found segmental organisation in news, commercials and dramas  

3. And suggested that Williams underestimated the complexity of broadcast television  

 

Developments in the concept of flow 

Rick Altman 

1. He suggested that Williams saw flow as how television was being experienced rather than 

as a particular way television functioned 

2. Altman connected the notion of flow to household flow - The routines of everyday life 

3. So how some people may watch certain things as part of their daily routine 

Jensen - superflow 
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1. Jensen suggests that flow exists across and within sequences that are available on 

channels.  

2. The increased channel choices place our viewing into a more expansive flow context 

3. The Superflow, flow is sustained across channels rather than being limited to one 

channel. 

4. So you could watch a soap opera on C4, followed by a soap opera on ITV, followed by a 

soap opera on BBC1 etc.  

 

Necomb and Hirsch – viewing strip 

1. Newcomb and Hirsch discuss television as a viewing strip within an evening’s viewing 

2. They suggest that there is negotiation between the programmes on offer and individual 

choice and individuals put together a sequence of viewing of their own selection  

3. So individuals might produce very different viewing strips from the same nights television  

4. Newcomb and Hirsch argue that the most valid television text for studying is not an 

individual episode, series or genre, but the viewing strip which is any given’s tele viewing 

 

Budd, Craig and Steinman 

1. They suggest that we need to look at the flow within programmes-The themes and 

images that are in narratives  

2. One difference though, is that they believed flow to be unplanned 

 

Overflow 

1. More recently the  concept of flow has changed because of the online streaming of television  

2. Pseudo-liveness has become important to popular television – where reality shows thrive on 

liveness- Where viewers need to vote, directly after watching or during a programme.  

3. The incorporation of other media into the television flow is a product of this liveness.  

Jensen 

1. Jensen uses the term overflow to encompass this other media such as Liveblogging f 

 

Flow online  
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Flow online  

1. The 20th Century television system had a particular way of manifesting flow within the 

audience = But the notion of flow remains vital to understand television  

2. And the experience of time between television and YouTube 

Being lost on the internet  

1. But since the dawn of the web, people have been getting lost in surfing And losing sense 

of time on the internet. 

2. Online television viewers not that it is easier to binge watch online  

3. Television, itself, then, is not a defined fixed experience, defined by a particular industry 

structure.  

4. Television is experienced less as flow in many households and part of competing sources 

for attention, conversation and entertainment. 

 

Importance of flow 

1. Flow plays an ideological function - It establishes a sense of the world  

2. Flow can reveal the meanings and values of a specific culture 

3. Flow can create hidden messages which may be more powerful to the conscious mind 

4. The different segments work together perhaps to emphasise a certain political meaning, 

to mock a political meaning Or to create something that has significance – which would 

not be significant if taken as a segment on its own.  

 

Adorno 

1. Adorno suggests that the mass media consists of various layers of meanings which are 

superimposed on one another - and that the hidden messages may be more important 

than the overt messages 

2. The way that multiple layers may become coherent into a unified meaning is through a 

connecting flow of these hidden messages.  

 

Using flow 
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1. Thus, flow can be used to explore ideologies that are hidden  

2. For example, messages about race, gender, environmental politics may be shaped 

through flow 

3. Even where particular programmes may avoid discussion of issues, the flow context may 

communicate certain ideologies.  

4. Commercials may complement and symbolically reiterate the ideology in programmes 

such as news.  

5. But not all members or an audience will read the message in the same way 

Newcomb and Hirsch 

1. They argue against monolithic meanings in television content 

2. Instead they offer a model of television as discussion rather than indoctrination and there 

are multiplicity of meanings.  

Discourse and flow 

1. That said, it is suggested that we need to recognise the flow patterning to unmask the 

meanings and decode the signs that may be present 

2. The media and television, I think, do play a powerful role in perpetuating various 

discourses And flow plays a role in enabling these discourses to permeate everyday life 

and to become the norm – the myth 

3. We can also think about whether the flow patterning is intended or not – and that people 

may reject those discourses or interpret them in a different way to the preferred 

reading.  

 

 


